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Highlights

08 RAMifications
With DDR5 arriving later this year, Richard Swinburne takes a look at what’s coming for the longer-term future of desktop RAM.

10 Will China eat our lunch?
The ever-increasing impact of China on the global gaming market raises some human rights concerns, argues Tracy King.

18 Corsair 7000D Airflow
Corsair’s latest colonial case packs in plenty of cooling potential but lacks some features.

22 Elgato Facecam
Elgato’s new Facecam webcam is dedicated purely to streamers, the Facecam is highly adjustable but lacks some features.

37 Razer Opus X
Razer’s active noise-cancelling Bluetooth headphones are impressive for their relatively modest price.

40 Temperature tamers
Antony Leather puts six of the latest premium air CPU coolers to the test.

48 Wireless gaming mice
With wireless mice getting ever better, Edward Chester puts eight of the latest through their paces.

66 Arrested development
Rick Lane ponders whether the graphics card shortage will cause developers to hold back on implementing the latest technologies such as ray tracing.

67 Subnautica: Below Zero
The follow-up to the excellent survival game, Subnautica, the latest installment sees you tackle surviving in the icy depths of the Arctic.

74 Beat the scalpers
Learn how to build an RTX 3060-based gaming PC with a Ryzen 5 5600X CPU, and ensure you can make the most of the Raspberry Pi 4.

84 DLSS vs FSR
AMD has finally released its rival real resolution scaling technology to DLSS, but does FidelityFX Super Resolution deliver the goods?

90 Oratek Tofu
Make the most of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 4 with this compact but highly capable carrier board.

98 How to guides
Antony Leather shows you how to add fill and drain ports, and flush and clean your whole water-cooling loop.

104 40 years of the PC
It’s 40 years since the first IBM PC hit the scene. We take one apart and chat to IBM about its development.
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